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DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN SYNTHETIC MOULDING SAND ON THE GROUNDS OF
RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY MEASUREMENT

The presented research was aimed at searching for an exact and effective method of determining moisture content in traditional
moulding sands. By measuring resonance frequency and quality factor of a waveguide resonance cavity, relative permittivity was
determined for different synthetic moulding sands. Analysis of the presented results confirms a linear relation between relative
permittivity values and moisture content values in the selected traditional moulding sands. The obtained linear relationship can be
used as a reference characteristic for evaluation of humidity of moulding sand.
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1. Introduction
In synthetic moulding sands classified as 1st generation
sandmixes, water is a component that ensures suitable technological properties, in particular strength, permeability and
friability. In foundry processes, exact knowledge of moisture
content in moulding sand is important, since its change by 0.5%
only results in significantly worsened quality of moulding sand
and thus of the obtained castings. For this reason, moisture content – as one of the factors deciding on the quality of moulding
sands – should be continuously controlled [1].
Most of the commonly known and applied methods of
measuring moisture content in traditional moulding sands have
some disadvantages and restrictions, which include long measuring time and low accuracy [2]. So, it is well-grounded to search
for such a method of measuring moisture content that would
be characterised by short measuring time and high accuracy.
A method that meets these requirements was developed in the
Department of Foundry Engineering, Plastics and Automation
of Wroclaw University of Science and Technology. In this new
method, moisture content in a moulding sand is determined
on the grounds of known permittivity εr determined by the
perturbation method on a stand of waveguide resonance cavity
shown in Fig. 1.
Relative permittivity of a dielectric material characterises its
ability to be polarized in microwave field with a given frequency.
In many scientific works it has been shown that a value of permittivity depends, among the others, on microwave field frequency,
qualitative and quantitative composition of the material, and
especially on the content of water that is the main absorber of

Fig. 1. Stand of waveguide resonance cavity: 1 – vector network analyzer, 2 – waveguide resonance cavity, 3 – computer

electromagnetic radiation [3-11]. Till now, the results presented
in the matter literature have been related to quartz sand or soil
that, like moulding sand, is a multiphase mixture. In the foundry
theory or practice, there is no study that would consider humidity
measurement of traditional moulding sands on the grounds of
their known relative permittivity. The presented work is aimed
at searching for an exact and effective method of determining
moisture content in traditional moulding sands.
Relative permittivity of the material constitutes a dimensionless quantity that determines how many times permittivity
of the given medium ε (F·m−1) is lower than the permittivity of
vacuum ε0 (F·m−1), as shown by Eq. (1).
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Relative permittivity εr is determined for dielectric materials only, which become polarized under the action of external
electric field. Then, electric charges appear on the surface of
a real dielectric, creating electric field with a phase shift δ and
opposite direction in relation to the field that causes polarization.
Depending on the mechanism of polarization under the
electric field and type of the polarized molecules, the following
basic kinds of polarization are distinguished [12]:
•
Electronic polarization occurs when negatively charged
clouds of electrons are displaced with respect to positively
charged nuclei. It occurs in all materials. This is a rapid
process, observed even at variable currents corresponding
to ultraviolet radiation.
•
Atomic polarization, called also molecular polarization,
occurs when differently charged atoms are displaced with
respect to each other in a molecule. The mass of atoms is
much larger that that of electrons, so the reaction to a change
of electric field is slower. The phenomena resulting from
the atomic polarization are observed till the frequency corresponding to infrared radiation. Its part in total polarization
is much smaller than that of electronic polarization, so it is
sometimes disregarded.
•
Ionic polarization occurs in the materials with ionic bonds.
It is caused by displacement of differently charged ions in
crystal lattice of the material. It is the slowest of all the
polarization processes, since it requires movements of
numerous ions bounded in the lattice.
•
Orientation or dipolar polarization occurs in polar dielectrics
i.e. those where molecules create durable dipoles (have
their own dipole moment). In the electric field, they are
subjected to the action of an ordering moment of force. At
the same time, the order is destroyed by thermal vibrations
which causes that this kind of polarization is temperaturedependent.
• Polarization by spatial charges occurs in the materials
with macroscopic areas in which the charge carriers can move but
their freedom is for some reasons limited to the areas smaller than
size of the body. They can be i.e. conducing granules arranged
in insulating matrix. The charges can move within conducing
phase grains that, in that way, become dipoles.
Macroscopic properties of dielectrics in variable electric
field are described by relative complex permittivity εr determined by the Eq. (2). It should be noted that this property is not
a material constant since it changes in relation to both electrical
parameters of the materials and the frequency of electromagnetic wave.
εr = ε' – jε''

(2)

where:
ε' – real component of relative complex permittivity,
ε'' – imaginary component of relative complex permittivity.
The real component of relative complex permittivity expresses the ability of the material to accumulate energy, and the
imaginary component is responsible for its ability to disperse

the energy accumulated in the electric field, i.e. to generate
losses [13].
Permittivity of dielectric materials depends on temperature,
the intensity of electric field and humidity. The relationship
between permittivity and humidity was used for developing
a new method of measuring moisture content in traditional
moulding sands.

2. Methodology and test stand
As the base of the examined moulding sands, the most
commonly used and commercially available high-silica sand
was applied, coming from two different deposits in Poland, i.e.
from the mines “Szczakowa” S.A. and „Grudzeń Las” Ltd. In
traditional moulding sands, refractory clay is most often used
as the binder. In the presented research, three kinds of foundry
bentonites with different technological properties were applied,
with the trade names Monobent Extra, Geko and Specjal [14].
Quantitative and qualitative compositions of the examined traditional moulding sands are given in Table 1. To optimise humidity
of moulding sands, concentration of water was selected in the
range between 1% and 6%.
TABLE 1
Quantitative and qualitative compositions of moulding sands
Sandmix
No.

Quartz sand base

Binding material

1
2
3
4
5
6

Grudzeń Las medium – 95%
Grudzeń Las medium – 89%
Szczakowa medium – 95%
Szczakowa medium – 89%
Grudzeń Las medium – 95%
Grudzeń Las medium – 95%

Monobent Extra – 5%
Monobent Extra – 11%
Monobent Extra – 5%
Monobent Extra – 11%
Geko – 5%
Specjal – 5%

The moulding sands were prepared in accordance to literature recommendations [2]. For the examinations, cylindrical
specimens dia. 16 mm and 43 mm high were prepared. It was
shown in [15] that relative permittivity of traditional moulding
sands depends on their apparent density. For this reason, on the
grounds of mass and volume measurements of each of the compacted specimens, apparent density that ranged between 1420
and 1580 kg/m3 was determined. Moisture content in individual
moulding sands was determined by the gravimetric method on
50-g specimens which was being dried for 15 minutes.
Measurements of relative permittivity εr are carried-out by
various selected methods depending on the kind of a material,
size and shape of the specimens, electric field frequency and
anticipated ranges of the measured values. In this research, the
perturbation method was chosen from among many methods of
measuring relative permittivity of traditional moulding sands.
It permits measurements in wide ranges of temperature and
humidity, as well as precise determination of complex value εr
at the industrially used frequency 2.45 GHz. Measurement time
for one specimen was ca. 45 s.
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Detailed description of the measurement methodology and
the relationships making grounds for permittivity calculations
are given in [16]. Measurements were taken at 20°C and relative
air humidity of 40%. The results were analysed in an integrated
system for statistical data analysis.

Measured values of relative permittivity εr for selected
moulding sands in relation to their water (moisture) content are
shown in Figs. 2-7. The determined relationships εr = f (W) are
drawn in the figures in a form of regression lines. For all the
examined moulding sands, Pearson’s linear correlation coefficients r were determined, as well as confidence intervals for
the confidence level 1 – α = 0.95, which limits are marked in
the figures by broken lines.
The analysis of the presented results indicates that, in each
of the examined moulding sands, increase of moisture content
results in increased value of relative permittivity. For example,
increase of water content in the sandmix No. 5 from 2.3% to
5.63% results in 1.5-fold increase of the εr value. A similar in-

crease of relative permittivity value is observed for the sandmix
No. 4 as a result of 4-fold increase of water content.
This is due to the fact that by examining the dielectric
constant multiphase mixtures in which one of the ingredients
is necessary to take its high value εr into consideration which
at room temperature is εr = 81. A water molecule as a result of
asymmetric spatial distribution of charges has a clear polarity
which results in extremely high dipole moment. This feature
makes the water molecules interact electrically both with each
other and with the molecules of other substances which are in
direct contact with water [8]. The conducted study reveals that
an increase in the water content in the tested molding sand at
the same time causes a linear increase of dielectric permittivity
of the studied molding sand as it is seen on (Figs. 2-7) in the
moulding sands humidity ranging from 1.3 to 5.6%.
The performed statistical analysis that gives positive values
of linear correlation coefficients within 0.97 to 0.99 confirms
a very strong linear relation between εr values and moisture
content values W in the selected traditional moulding sands.
The 95% confidence intervals are quite narrow, which
shows that the εr values in relation to moisture content W were
obtained with correct and proper accuracy of measurements.

Fig. 2. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 1

Fig. 3. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 2

Fig. 4. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 3

Fig. 5. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 4

3. Results and discussion
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Fig. 6. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 5

Fig. 7. Relationship εr = f (W) for the sandmix No. 6

For each of the examined sandmixes, a reference characteristic εr = f (W) can be determined from the function of linear regression that describes the relation between permittivity
and water content, on the grounds of a few measuring points
only.

[4]
[5]
[6]

4. Conclusions
[7]

One of the crucial parameters describing the electrical
properties of the material centers is the dielectric permittivity. This property has also been used to describe multiphase
materials and a conventional moulding sand can be treated as
such. The influence of moulding sand humidity on the dielectric
permittivity was particularly studied. It is important to know the
parameter measurement result, which is the mass moisture, while
the production of high quality castings. Therefore, researches
on new methods of testing for moisture content in moulding
sands become important. At work a new method of determining
moisture content in traditional moulding sands is presented. The
analysis of measurement results shows that the obtained linear
relationship between permittivity and water content in a moulding sand can be used as a reference characteristic for evaluation
of its humidity. The developed method is characterised by short
measuring time of ca. 45 s and high accuracy. There is also the
possibility to automate the measuring process which would result
in further reduction of measuring time.
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